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Part One: The Summit Agenda

President Bill Clinton and Prime Minister Jean Chrétien will approach their meetings February
23 and 24 with domestic politics very much on their minds. The U.S. president is struggling to
redefine his program in light of the Republican sweep in Congress. The Canadian prime minister
will introduce his second budget later this month, and it will be closely watched by Canadians
and world financial markets for indications of the government's resolve to put its fiscal affairs in
order. Chrétien also faces the resurgent specter of Quebec separatism, with a provincial
referendum vote expected as early as June. In contrast, the U.S.-Canada relationship is in a
healthy state of calm.

The Centerpiece: Open Skies

The highlight of the president's visit to Ottawa is expected to be the announcement of a U.S.-
Canada civilian air travel and transportation agreement, which has been under negotiation since
1991. The goal of the agreement is to deregulate air traffic between the two countries. The
current bilateral agreement on civil aviation dates back to 1974. Under current rules, the number
of scheduled and charter flights between the two countries is restricted. The result is that non-
stop service to Canadian cities is available from only a few U.S. cities. Restricted access to
Canadian airports for air cargo carriers, particularly in the overnight delivery sector, currently
adds to the cost and reduces the speed of such service across the border. "Open skies" will
benefit many service sector companies and small businesses by making air travel and air
shipments easier and less expensive.

Difficult Issues: Border Fees and Quebec

Two issues have the potential to sour the president's visit. The first is a proposal in the Clinton
budget recently sent to Congress for a border crossing fee. The Canadian government will argue
that such a fee runs counter to the spirit of NAFTA. Both sides are working to defuse this issue
before the visit, and the fact that it has been attacked by Republicans and some border state
Democrats in Congress has cooled Canadian concerns somewhat.

The second issue that could prove contentious is the U.S. position on Canadian unity.
The consistent response of U.S. officials to this issue is so well worn that it has been nicknamed
"the mantra." It is that the United States has long enjoyed a peaceful and prosperous relationship
with a strong and united Canada, but that the future of the country is a matter for Canadians to
decide.
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Other Possibilities

Other bilateral efforts that have been under discussion may be sufficiently advanced by the time
of the visit to merit an announcement. These include:

! NORAD. The U.S.-Canada agreement to cooperate in defense of North American
airspace is up for renewal in 1996, and the leaders may commit to negotiations on the renewal at
this summit.

! The environment. The two countries are working on a new plan to clean up the Great
Lakes and a joint initiative to reduce transboundary air pollution. There has also been discussion
of cooperation between the National Park Service and its Canadian counterpart.

! Chrétien's visit to the United States. A follow-up visit by Prime Minister Chrétien to
the United States at some point in 1995 or 1996 may be formally announced.

Economic issues will be an important part of discussions between President Clinton and
Prime Minister Chrétien. In Part Two of this report Sidney Weintraub considers the bilateral
economic agenda in some detail.
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Part Two: Outstanding Economic Issues

President Bill Clinton will visit Canada on February 23 and 24. It should be more of a getting-
to-know-you than a tension-filled encounter because the outstanding economic issues between
the two countries are not the stuff of headlines. The softwood lumber case is in remission.
Despite the weak Canadian dollar, U.S. attention on exchange-rate relationships in North
America is focused mainly on Mexico. The Quebec sovereignty referendum will be treated as an
internal Canadian affair and not an issue for U.S. presidential insertionCalthough that could
come later if Quebec opts for sovereignty and then seeks admission into NAFTA.

One part of the visit will be celebratoryCnamely, the conclusion of an air transport
agreement that has been under discussion in one form or another for the past 20 years. Another
aspect will be recriminatory, based on the sentiment in various U.S. circles that Canada is
pushing its cultural exemption in NAFTA well beyond anything contemplated in the name of
"culture." And a third leg of the economic stool will be cooperative, such as discussing the
agenda for future global trade liberalization, working out the criteria for the admission of Chile
into NAFTA, and entering into discussions on public lands managementCincluding forestry
policyCbetween the two countries.

The Overall Atmosphere

Prime Minister Jean Chrétien made clear from the time he took office that he intended the
relationship with the United States to be correct but less personally intimate than had been the
case between Prime Minister Brian Mulroney and Presidents Reagan and Bush. This, in fact,
seems to be the way the relationship has developed. ConsequentlyCfor this reason plus the
absence of eye-catching disputesCCanada is even less in the news in the United States than
usual.

The leading U.S. newspapers have reported on Canada's budgetary situation, but even this
has been downplayed. The New York Times referred to the situation as "Canada's Pale Version
of Peso Crisis" (the headline over an article by Clyde Farnsworth on January 24, 1995). The
Canadian budget situation is being aggravated by rising U.S. interest rates, forcing up Canada's
rates and adding billions of dollars to the cost of servicing the already large public debt.

On the U.S. side, one issue that might arise is the steady depreciation of the Canadian
dollar and the impetus this gives to Canada's exports. Canada's merchandise trade surplus with
the United States has been growingCfrom C$15 billion in 1992 to C$20 billion in 1993 to more
than C$11 billion for the first half of 1994 (these figures are from Statistics Canada). But, until
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1994, Canada's deficit in invisibles trade with the United States grew by a comparable amount
such that the overall situation in trade in goods and services remained close to balance. This may
not have held for 1994.

Bilateral trade balancing should not ordinarily be an issue and may not be during this
visit. U.S. sensitivity may be particularly acute however because of the drastic depreciation of
the Mexican peso since last December. This has called attention to the continued depreciation of
the Canadian dollar. There is nothing in NAFTA on exchange-rate issues, but the currency
depreciations in Mexico and Canada may stimulate discussion of the trade/exchange-rate
relationship, although to what conclusion is uncertain.

One NAFTA matter that is certain to arise is whether any progress is being made in the
trilateral talks for devising better ways to deal with antidumping (AD) and countervailing duty
(CVD) issues. Prime Minister Chrétien made these talks a condition of his NAFTA support and
President Clinton's visit to Canada coincides, more or less, with a meeting of working groups on
AD and CVD issues in Mexico City.

The most important overall theme of the Chrétien-Clinton talks is likely to deal with the
question: "What next after NAFTA and after the Uruguay Round?" Both Chrétien and Roy
MacLaren, Canada's trade minister, have taken aggressive positions on the expansion of NAFTA
throughout the hemisphere, or failing this, reaching arrangements among the various subregional
groupings in the hemisphere. Canada, which will host the next G-7 meeting in Halifax this
summer, also has made clear it wishes a trade initiative to take center stage there, such as
agreement to make progress on issues left pending or incomplete in the Uruguay Round. These
include trade and the environment, labor rights, and competition policy. MacLaren has also
proposed a World Trade Organization Plus (WTO-Plus) negotiation as a way to reduce trade
barriers that exist between subregional groupings, such as between NAFTA and the European
Union.

Under ordinary circumstances, one would expect such initiativesCat least in their broad
termsCto be welcome to U. S. trade policy leaders. President Clinton made similar proposals
himself at an earlier G-7 meeting. The timing may be awkward however. The U.S. executive
lacks fast-track authority. There is a commitment on the part of the U.S. Trade Representative to
seek this authority for the Chile negotiations, but it is unclear whether it will go beyond this. In
addition, some compromise will be needed between the mainstreams of the Republican and
Democratic party members in the Congress on how closely to link labor and environmental
issues with trade negotiations.

There can be little progress on substantial trade negotiations without U.S.
leadershipCcertainly without U.S. support. Based on their recent statements, one would expect
the Canadians to press the United States to take a strong position on future trade action, now at
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the summit, if possible, or later at the G-7 meeting.

Specific Issues

The precise trade complaints lodged by one side against the other vary over time, although there
is a consistency of motivation on each side. There is also considerable sanctimony on each side.
U.S. restrictions against imports from Canada tend to concentrate in two areasCto reduce

competitive pressures, as in the long-running softwood lumber area, and to reduce Canada's use
of direct or indirect subsidies, particularly those granted to companies that increase exports to the
United States. The automotive agreement of 1965 grew out of just such a U.S. charge, and the
revisions in the automotive agreement incorporated in the Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement
(FTA) were also based on this problem. Canadian restrictions against imports from the United
States have a similar protectionist rationale, as in long-running limits on beer imports and on
Canada's interpretation of what constitutes a cultural safeguard.

Both countries use AD actions extensively and each side considers itself more sinned
against than sinner. It is true however that U.S. AD and CVD actions generally have a greater
impact on Canada's economy than do Canadian actions against the United States because Canada
is more reliant on the U.S. market than the reverse. Some 70 to 80 percent of Canada's
merchandise exports ordinarily go to the United States, compared with 20 plus percent for U.S.
merchandise exports to Canada. Still, it would be a mistake to overstate the effects of mutual
AD and CVD actionsCnormally no more than 1 to 2 percent of each country's merchandise
exports are under investigation in any year. Even 1 percent of the extensive two-way tradeC1
percent of this trade in 1993 was more than US$2 billionCis significant however, even if
dwarfed by the day-to-day trade that takes place without restrictions. Yet it is not clear what
Prime Minister Chrétien hopes to accomplish from the AD/CVD talks taking place. It will not be
easy to substitute a type of joint North American competition policy for what is now national
prerogative for initiating AD and CVD actions.

What follows is a summary of some of the specific trade issues each side is apt to raise
during the Clinton/Chrétien visit. This does not pretend to be a complete listing. It highlights
the trade restrictions instituted or proposed by Canadian authorities on cultural or near-cultural
grounds because these seem to be proliferating.
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Cultural Issues

There are a number cases that involve actual or potential Canadian restrictions on U.S. provision
of services in Canada justified primarily on cultural grounds. One is the proposed Canadian
action to end the tax writedown enjoyed by advertisers in split-run Canadian editions of
magazines, exemplified by the practice of Sports Illustrated and its Canadian offshoot, Sports
Illustrated Canada. Advertisers in Canadian magazines will continue to benefit from the tax
writedown. The legislation to carry this out has not yet been formally proposed in the Canadian
Parliament, and there undoubtedly will be an effort by the U.S. side during the Clinton visit to
have such legislation withdrawn or modified.

A more explosive case revolves around a decision in June 1994 by the Canadian Radio-
Television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) to remove the U.S.-based Country
Music Television channel from Canadian cable systems and replace it a newly formed
competitor, Canadian Country Network. The Supreme Court of Canada later refused to stay the
decision of the CRTC. The U.S. channel had enjoyed access to the Canadian market for 10 years
and was distributed to 2 million homes. This is not a proposed restriction; it has been carried
out.

What is particularly galling from the U.S. side is that the cultural issue did not arise until
there was a Canadian economic competitor. The issue therefore appears to have an economic
rather than a cultural contentCespecially because it relates to country music, which has more
U.S. than Canadian cultural content. The U.S. response has been to open an investigation under
section 301 of U.S. trade legislation. Each side is using coercionCthe Canadians by cutting off
the U.S. service, and the United States by invoking a trade provision that could lead to
retaliation. The U.S. action is intended to trigger further discussion between the two
governments.

Two other proposed telecommunication restrictions could erupt into open conflict. One
is a Canadian proposal for a tax on audio and video cassettes to raise revenue for payment of
royalties to performers when their work is played on Canadian media. The copyright holders and
the artists would receive payment on the basis of reciprocity, that is, if the foreign countryCin
this case the United StatesCoffered identical treatment to Canadian copyright holders, producers,
and performers. This formula would exclude U.S. performers and producers. Like the Sports
Illustrated Canada case, this is a proposal and not settled legislation. Canada has not, thus far,
invoked the cultural exemption as the basis for the proposed action, but Canadian officials have
stated that this justification is being held in abeyance as a last resort.

This is a tricky area in that NAFTA calls for national treatment, not reciprocal treatment.
The latter, if extended to other areas, opens a can of worms. It is a game that protectionists in the
United States would play with great relish, as they tried to do some years ago under what then
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was called aggressive reciprocity. This use of the word reciprocity is intended to close markets,
not open them.

One further potential cultural issue relates to a proposal from the copyright subcommittee
of the Canadian Information Highway Advisory Council that the CRTC should classify audio-
visual services as broadcasting rather than enhanced telecommunications services. As
broadcasting, these services could be made subject to the cultural exemption and permit
discrimination in favor of Canadian providers. As enhanced telecommunications services,
Canada would be obligated under NAFTA to provide national treatment to non-Canadian
companies. This is still a proposal, not official government policy. Even more than the audio-
video reciprocity proposal, this suggestion by the advisory subcommittee has the potential to
open a major trade conflict between the two countries.

Traditional Trade Disputes

In the more traditional, noncultural area, the U.S. side is likely to raise the issue of Canadian
treatment of dairy, poultry, and eggs, which were tariffied (an awkward word that means that
import quotas were converted into tariffs, presumably with the same protective effect) at high
levels, an average of between 150 and 200 percent. The United States is likely to seek a
Canadian commitment for phasing out these tariffs, with an agreed schedule, under NAFTA.

Canada, on its side, has a complaint regarding U.S. treatment of sugar, sugar-containing
products, and peanut butter from Canada. The Canadian contention is similar to that of the
United States regarding the Canadian tariffs on dairy, poultry, and eggs. Canada believes that the
U.S. tariffs are inconsistent with NAFTA.

The long-running U.S. harassment of Canadian softwood lumber exporters is quiet for the
moment following successive losses in 1994 in the FTA dispute-resolution panels by the U.S.
coalition seeking to impose CVDs on lumber imports from Canada. In December 1994, the
United States returned the levies that had been collected prior to the final decision overturning
the U.S. administrative action imposing CVDs. The lawsuit challenging the constitutionality of
the dispute-resolution mechanism in the FTA and NAFTA was withdrawn.

Discussions between the two countries are scheduled for March on resource management
and forestry policy. This may lead to some modus vivendiCor it may not. There has been too
much heat on this issue in the past to feel confident enough to predict that sweetness and light
will come next.

Canada-U.S. Economic Relations
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Merchandise trade between the two countries was more than US$211 billion in 1993, higher than
between any two individual countries. This trade grew by about 20 percent during the first 11
months of 1994. It is also remarkable how balanced the bilateral interchange has been over the
years when trade in goods and services are looked at together. What is impressive is not that
there have been trade disputesCthis is to be expected when there is so much trade and so many
interests involved in each countryCbut how few there have been in relation to the potential for
conflict.

This is a relatively quiescent moment in Canada-U.S. trade relations. The outstanding
trade conflicts are not overwhelmingCalthough proposed restrictions on enhanced
telecommunications services, if carried out, would raise a major problem between the two
countries. Consequently, the Chrétien-Clinton meeting should be relatively uneventful.

Although subordinates undoubtedly will get into the details of specific cases, the
principalsCChrétien and ClintonCare more likely to focus on future cooperation as they look
toward extending free trade in the Americas and on next steps in the WTO. Even though the
United States introduced the idea of hemispheric free trade and then reaffirmed this at the
Summit of the Americas in Miami last December, it is the Canadians who are more gung-ho on
this at present. Similarly, while the Uruguay Round grew out of U.S. initiatives, Canada is more
prepared right now to move beyond those accomplishments to further open world trade. This
emphasis will be stimulated by the fact that Canada will host the next meeting of the G-7.

The nature of the meeting will depend a good deal on the chemistry between Clinton and
Chrétien. Clinton is younger, more voluble, more given to philosophizing about issues not on
the table. He is more under siege politically at home than is Chrétien. Yet, despite his popularity
with the electorate, Chrétien has greater immediate problemsCa much more serious fiscal
situation and a sharply declining currency. Canada also faces a referendum on the future of the
country. The population of both countries will be paying more attention to these internal
Canadian economic problems than they will to cross-border economic relations. The latter are
largely under control, but could be upset by internal developments in Canada.

This is probably not the moment to expect great accomplishments from a U.S.-Canada
summit. A steady continuation of what now exists is the more likely outcomeCgood, mutually
beneficial bilateral relations, even if without great warmth between the two leaders.
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